What Makes You A Good Client?
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I LOVE good clients.
Especially when they remind
me what it takes to be a
good client.
Let me tell you about one
of my good clients.
She's trusted me for years to
be her "gal that does all my
beautiful logo'd gifts" and I'm
all kinds of thankful for the business and the relationship we've created.
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A few weeks ago I received an invite from her to join her "team" of suppliers on the
company private yacht for an evening of dinner and touring the waters of Vancouver. Made in Canada Clothing

"Closing the Gap"

This was her way of saying "thank you" to her core team of people, her clients, who
"make me look good to the boss."
When I discovered her "team" was a select 16 people, I felt honored to be one of
them and to have experienced what turned out to be an evening of stunning
scenery, luscious food and oh-so-tasty wine with a group of great people.
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At some point in the evening, the yacht, the food, our gorgeous city and even the
Technologies
kid-tastic bunk bed drifted off in the sea of my mind and I was struck by her gratitude Plant a Tree. Grow your Brand.
for each of us...and it got me thinking:
Was I a Good Client and what makes someone a Good Client?
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Clearly, for her I was, but was I for every person I had client interactions with? I
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know for certain I have my moments when I'm not the best client (don't we all?). Like
when I get stinky with the poor guy in the "customer service" area of my phone
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carrier - don't get me started.
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But I know too, there are certain qualities that contribute to being a good client
that come out of interacting with good clients; strutting back and forth on our
catwalks of life in a kind of mutual modeling of goodness, refining our better selves.
So, what makes me a good client?
Being Communicative: I've got a here's-everything-you-need-to-know style of
communication and though that may be too much for some, it has opened many
doors and saved a lot of potentially wasted time and money. If I neglect to tell
you the reasons we risk your in-hands date for your product and just take the order,
let the cards fall and we miss your event, well, I think that makes me a bad sales
person and a lousy client to you. If, however, I communicate the risks upfront, then
you can make an alternative plan based on the information you have, rather than
going blindly forward.
Being Open Minded: I get cranky when I can't get what I want (yes, I'm working on
that) but I know I am a good client when I stay open to alternative solutions.
When a supplier tells me they're out of stock on the jacket my client just ordered, but
then says, "How about this jacket and I offer it to you at the same price?," my mind
opens like the arms of a child in a near tantrum whose just been given a lollipop
because I know this solution could make my client and my supplier happy.
Having an Opinion: I like sharing opinions with clients and I like when they do the
same. I have often said to clients, "Are you sure you want that product? It's very
poor quality." Yes, it has cost me an order on rare occasion, when I've refused to sell
poor quality, but I'll stand by my opinion of not wasting clients' money. In the end I
know, if they trusted me, they'll be happier they took that opinion into account,
especially if it saved them money or time, or both. Good clients share opinions not in a stubborn and stuck way but with the goal to finding the best solutions to the
need at the time.
Being Appreciative: I can't imagine anything better for relationships than valuing
the other person, whether in business or your personal life. It doesn't mean you
have to take every client out on a private yacht. Maybe it's a simple email, or card
that says, "Thanks for the business!" Maybe it's bringing cupcakes to a meeting (yes,
Tim Hortons is a suitable substitute). Maybe it's a phone call saying, "Hey, the boss
is thrilled with the project. Thank you so much!"
Oh sure, a ride on a private yacht is a delectable delight and can make a gal feel
pretty darn valued, but it's the message of appreciation that really rocked my boat.
What makes you a good client? Really, I want to know. Email me!
Interested in what other people said makes them a good client? Check these out.
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To go the distance to communicate your message and have you stand out among your peers with
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Bottom Line: Making you look great everytime.
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